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Drivers

• Need to reduce GHG emissions

• High need for more grid capacity, fast

• Higher share of distributed renewable generation



Need for a redesign of grid tariffs

Lack of cost-
reflectivity

Subsidizes 
distributed 
generation

Lack of fairness
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Sæle, Hanne; Sperstad, Iver Bakken; Høiem, Kristian Wang; Mathiesen, Vivi (2022): 
Feasibility study for utilising flexibility in operation and planning of the electricity 
distribution system. TechRxiv. Preprint. 
https://doi.org/10.36227/techrxiv.20593740.v1
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The point tariff system

• One measurement point per customer

• Costs-scheme is static, regardless of system state

• Increasing share of behind-the-meter generation

− New market participants in the power system



Local electricity markets

G
rid

 asp
ect

Renewable aspect

High, efficient integration of 
distributed renewables

Inefficient, cross-subsidized 
renewables for the rich

Peak demand-reduction 
through coordination and 
efficient price signals

Peak demand increase due to 
poor price signals and 
synchronization of consumption



Research questions

• Research questions:

RQ1: How well do capacity-based grid tariffs and local electricity markets synergize in order 

to incentivize consumers to reduce peak demand?

RQ2: How well do capacity subscription tariffs perform in terms of cost reflectivity, cost 

recovery and fairness?

RQ3: Which grid tariffs designs are the most cost reflective and efficient at reducing peak 

demand at different grid levels?

RQ4: Aiming to reduce peak demand, is there a price signal conflict between electricity spot 

prices and grid tariffs?
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Grid tariff design criteria

Grid tariff 
design criteria

Cost 
reflectivity

Cost 
recovery

Fairness

Complexity

Predictability

Transparency



•Volumetric

•Time-of-use

•Critical peak pricing
Energy-based

•Measured peak demand

•Capacity subscription

•Dynamic capacity subscription
Capacity-based

•Standard, continuous version

•Norwegian versionHybrid

Investigated eight grid tariffs
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• Design aspects

− Strategy: cooperative vs competitive

− Market clearing: centralized vs decentralized

− Trading mechanism: auction, market clearing, supply-demand

− Price formation: uniform vs discriminatory

− Location: static or dynamic

Local electricity markets



1. Distribution of generation

2. Distribution of demand 

response

3. Decentralization of markets

4. Legal boundaries

5. Social implications

Challenges of local electricity markets



• Market clearing topology
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• Market clearing topology

• Price formation

• Strategy

• Pilot project challenges

• Pilot project modelling 

Design aspects of local electricity markets
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• Research questions:

RQ1: How well do capacity-based grid tariffs and local 

electricity markets synergize in order to incentivize 

consumers to reduce peak demand?

RQ2: How well do capacity subscription tariffs 

perform in terms of cost reflectivity, cost recovery 

and fairness?

RQ3: Which grid tariffs designs are the most cost 

reflective and efficient at reducing peak demand at 

different grid levels

RQ4: Aiming to reduce peak demand, is there a price 

signal conflict between electricity spot prices and grid 

tariffs?

Main findings
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Part 1 – Local electricity markets



• Wanted to consider how local 

electricity markets could solve 

grid related challenges

• Merge the gap between 

tariffs, policy and local 

electricity markets

• RQ1: How well do capacity-based grid tariffs 

and local electricity markets synergize in 

order to incentivize consumers to reduce 

peak demand?

Part 1 – main findings
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Part 2 – Synergy of capacity subscription tariffs and 
local electricity markets

• Capacity subscriptions require 

ex-ante choices

• Moves risk decision from DSO 

to consumer

• Opens for a number of 

challenges



• Assess cost recovery, fairness 

and cost reflectivity

• Static and dynamic tariff

• Developed a two-stage 

stochastic program to find 

optimal subscription level 

under uncertainty

Capacity subscription



Static and dynamic capacity subscription



• Finding optimal subscription level is 

“easy”

• Cost recovery is stable for static 

capacity subscription tariffs

• Cost recovery is unstable for 

dynamic capacity subscription tariffs

• Capacity subscriptions are more 

cost reflective, and hence more fair 

(economically speaking)

Part 2 – main findings



• Local electricity markets facilitate 

coordination between customers by 

accounting for the coincidence factor

• Capacity subscription tariffs and local 

electricity markets achieve similar 

results as centralized control

• Fits well with point tariff system

Part 2 – capacity subscription and local 
electricity markets



• Local electricity markets facilitate 

coordination between customers by 

accounting for the coincidence factor

• Capacity subscription tariffs and local 

electricity markets achieve similar 

results as centralized control

• Fits well with point tariff system

• Essentially creates a local market for renting 

capacity

Part 2 – capacity subscription and local 
electricity markets
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• Goal: Compare grid tariff designs and their 

potential to reduce peak demand at 

different grid levels

• Applied to a large, real case study

• Describe grid tariff design parameters on a 

more fundamental level

Part 3 – Grid tariff design for peak 
demand reduction



Research questions and methodology

• Consumer optimization, minimizing 

individual consumer costs based on:

• Cost of grid tariffs

• Flexibility constraints

• Discomfort costs of using flexibility

• (Cost of electricity)

• Assumptions

• All consumers are subject to the same tariff

• All consumers are flexible (but averagely)



• Time-of-use

• Critical peak pricing

• Real-time pricing

• Measured peak demand

• Capacity subscription

• Hybrid (Time-of-use + 

measured peak demand)

Comparison of six grid tariff designs



Energy-based: Time-of-use

• Two cost levels

• 06-22, high energy term

• 22-06, small energy term

• Only active during

• Weekdays

• November-March



Energy-based: Critical peak pricing

• Two cost levels

• 06-22, high energy term

• 22-06, small energy term

• Only active during the 20 days 

with the highest peak loads in 

NO1



Energy-based: Real-time pricing

• Energy term increases linearly 

when the demand in NO1 is 

>80% of the peak demand

• Fixed when >90% of the peak 

demand



Capacity-based: Measured peak demand

• Energy term increases linearly 

when the demand in NO1 is 

>80% of the peak demand

• Fixed when >90% of the peak 

demand



Capacity-based: Capacity subscription

• Optimal subscribed capacity 

based on individual load data

• Consumption above the 

subscription level is subject to 

an excess energy term



Hybrid: Time-of-use + meas. peak.

• Mix of time-of-use and 

measured peak demand

• Close to the current 

Norwegian model

• (but without the steps!)



Case study

• 3608 consumers

• Nov 2020 – Oct 2021

• Highest peak demand in Norway (ever!)

• Base case assumes that..

• All consumers subject to same tariff and all are 

flexible

• Load reduction

• Sensitivities on…

• Load reduction versus load shifting

• Size of flexible demand (power & energy)

• Grid tariff design parameters



• All consumers have flexibility 

(but adjusted to an average)

• Assumptions:

• 2.5 % of the daily consumption is 

flexible

• 25 % of hourly consumption is flexible

Consumer flexibility



Case study

• Consumers are aggregated on 

four different levels

• Consumer level (individual)

• Substation level (LV)

• Transformer level (MV)

• NO1 (HV)



Case study

• Demand data at this transformer 

appear to be extrapolatable to NO1

• We therefore assume that these 

results can be transferred to NO1



Main results – base case 



• Energy-based and hybrid tariffs 

perform the best peak demand 

reduction

• Critical peak pricing is the most 

efficient (most precise)

• All tariffs are imprecise and trigger 

ineffective flexibility

Main results – efficiency parameters



Sensitivity – reduction versus shifting

Substation Transformer



Sensitivity – level of daily flexible demand

Substation Transformer



Sensitivity – level of hourly flexible demand

Substation Transformer



Measured peak demand: steps and peak period

• Adding steps reduces peak load reduction capability

• The hybrid tariff is now essentially a time-of-use tariff

• Short peak period times increase peak demand reduction, but requires more response



What happens when the spot price increases?

• RQ4: Aiming to reduce peak demand, is there a price signal conflict 

between electricity spot prices and grid tariffs?



Spot prices correlate with peak demand on daily 
basis, but not on seasonal basis



Spot prices conflict with the price signal 
from grid tariffs
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• Research questions:

RQ1: How well do capacity-based grid tariffs and local electricity markets synergize in order to 

incentivize consumers to reduce peak demand?

Very well! Deals with coincidence factors, reduces peak demand and avoids cross-subsidies.

RQ2: How well do capacity subscription tariffs perform in terms of cost reflectivity, cost recovery and 

fairness?

Much better than existing tariffs, but have their own drawbacks.

RQ3: Which grid tariffs designs are the most cost reflective and efficient at reducing peak demand at 

different grid levels?

Hybrid and energy-based tariffs are more efficient on higher grid levels, capacity-based tariffs 

on lower grid levels.

RQ4: Aiming to reduce peak demand, is there a price signal conflict between electricity spot prices and 

grid tariffs?

Yes! Problematic for automatic demand response.

Take-aways & conclusions



• Consider dynamic subscription tariffs, especially for large consumers

− Risk aspects

− Cost reflectivity

• Local electricity markets and grid implications – grid should not be 

forgotten

• Consider more extensive cost redistribution and fairness aspects when 

designing grid tariffs

− Determine cross-subsidies, industry → consumers, prosumers→consumers

Future work
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Thank you for your attention!

Questions?

sigurd.bjarghov@sintef.no


